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Abstract
In this paper, we present the outcome of a structural linguistic analysis performed on a referentially grounded
FrameNet dataset. In this dataset, multiple Dutch events are referenced by multiple co-referential Dutch news
texts. Mentions in those documents are annotated with respect to their referential grounding (i.e., links to structured
Wikidata), and their conceptual representation (i.e., frames). Provided with each document’s temporal reporting
distance, we selected documents for two events - the Utrecht shooting and MH17 - and performed an analysis in
which we tracked the events’ participants over time in both their focalization (number of mentions) and their framing
(distribution of frame element labels). This way, we use the carefully collected and annotated data to schematize
shifts in focalization and perspectivization of the participants as a result of the constantly developing narrative
surrounding the events. This novel type of linguistic research involves reference to the real-world referents and takes
into account storytelling in news streams.
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1. Introduction

From the moment an event occurs in the world, it
generates streams of co-referential news articles.1
In particular, events that are of interest to society
(e.g., mass shootings, music festivals, royal wed-
dings) are reported on by large volumes of docu-
ments. Over time, they keep being reported on with
regard to their aftermath (e.g., a shooting causes
funerals, police investigations, arrests, trials). A
narrative develops in which, with every new related
topic, different people involved in the event might
become the focus. In support of the changing nar-
rative, writers might also change their perspective
on those participants. See the examples below,
taken from our data, with per sentence the histor-
ical distance to the main event, respectively the
same day, one day later and the fourth day after:

(1) Vermoedelijk
presumably

is
is

er
there

daarna
that.after

iemand
someone

uit
out

de
the

tram
tram

gesprongen.
jumped

‘Presumably someone jumped out of the
tram afterwards.’ (day 0) (2019)

(2) De
The

hoofdverdachte
main.suspect

van
of

de
the

aanslag
attack

[...]
[...]

is
is

de
the

enige
only

verdachte
suspect

die
still

nog
that

vastzit.
still

1We define an event as a specific event instance of a
particular event type, e.g., a killing incident happening
at a specific location, time, and involving certain partici-
pants.

stuck.sit.
‘The main suspect in the attack is the only
suspect still in custody.’ (day 1) (2019)

(3) Gökmen
Gökmen

Tanis
Tanis

bekent
confesses

schietpartij
shooting.party

in
in

tram
tram

in
in

Utrecht.
Utrecht

‘Gökmen Tanis confesses to shooting in
tram in Utrecht.’ (day 4) (2019)

All three example sentences stem from differ-
ent documents with different temporal reporting
distances, i.e., the temporal distance between the
event date and the publication date. The boldfaced
mentions co-refer the same entity participating in
different events that are part of the same storyline.
This entity is perspectivized accordingly. In (1), fo-
cus is on his involvement in a mass shooting in a
tram; in (2), he is a suspect in custody; and in (3),
he is the agent of a confession. Both events in (2)
and (3) are related to the event in (1): the mass
shooting.

The examples show that, over time, news
streams reporting on a single significant event dis-
play a continuously developing narrative in which
different aspects of the event and its aftermath are
topicalized, and the same participant is perspec-
tivized differently.

Suppose we want to perform a structural lin-
guistic analysis in which we get a grip on the way
news documents perform storytelling of real-world
events. This requires a referentially grounded cor-
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pus with multiple documents reporting on the same
event. The documents themselves need to be an-
notated with information regarding both the refer-
ential grounding (which mentions co-refer to which
event participant) and conceptual representation
(what perspectives do the mention take on in refer-
ence to that event participant). Yet, NLP tasks and
language resources only cover conceptual repre-
sentation and reference separately. For instance,
the tasks of co-reference resolution (Filatova and
Hatzivassiloglou, 2004; Choubey et al., 2018) and
entity-linking (Hachey et al., 2013; Getman et al.,
2018) contribute to the study of reference. Both Ab-
stract Meaning Representation (Banarescu et al.,
2013) as a formal framework and FrameNet (Rup-
penhofer et al., 2010; Baker et al., 2003) as a lexi-
cographic paradigm focus on concept description.
Yet, for the purpose of a linguistic analysis of ref-
erentially grounded data, a dataset should provide
information regarding all three components: form,
referent and concept.

Therefore, in this paper, we make use of
the referentially grounded corpus collected by
Remijnse et al. (2022), with documents reporting
on real-world events. Focusing on perspectiviza-
tion as operationalized within frame semantics,
this corpus is annotated with FrameNet frames,
modeling mentions of participants with semantic
types (Remijnse et al., 2022; Postma et al., 2020).
This combination of referential grounding and
frame semantic information enables us to study
the ways in which news streams frame their events
over time, as the narrative surrounding those
events develops. We take two events commonly
known as the Utrecht shooting2 and MH173, focus
on the participants of those events, and analyze
the ways in which they are framed in our corpus,
as a reflection of the developing narrative over time.

We make the following contributions:
• We release a dataset with Dutch reference

texts reporting on the Utrecht shooting and
MH17. The documents are annotated with
links to structured data and FrameNet frames.4

• We formulate a model of variation in framing
of events that takes into account storytelling
and temporal reporting distance.

• Given the dataset and our model, we provide
a structural analysis of the linguistic framing of
events’ participants over time.

• We show patterns in our data of both focal-
ization and perspectivization of participants

2https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/
Q62090804

3https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/
Q17374096

4Our data is freely available at http:
//dutchframenet.nl/data-releases/

across events.
This paper is structured as follows. We first discuss
related work and background in Section 2. Build-
ing on that, we explain our model of computational
storytelling in Section 3. We then discuss our se-
lection of data and analysis method in 4. Section
5 provides the results and discussion of the data
analysis. We conclude in section 6 and point out
limitations in section 7.

2. Background

In this section, we cover related work that the re-
search in this paper is built on, namely referentially
grounded corpora (2.1), work in perspectivization
(2.2) and narratology (2.3).

2.1. Referentially Grounded Corpora

If the aim is to perform a linguistic analysis that in-
corporates referential grounding of events, then this
grounding affects the very first step of data collec-
tion: a corpus needs to exhibit a large variety of doc-
uments referencing the same events. Much work in
corpus building follows a text-to-data method, i.e.,
starting from text to derive annotation sentence-by-
sentence (e.g., OntoNotes (Pradhan et al., 2007),
ECB (Bejan and Harabagiu, 2010) ECB+ (Cybul-
ska and Vossen, 2014) and AEC2005 (Peng et al.,
2016)). This work is evaluated as labour intensive
and time-consuming, thus resulting in small num-
bers of annotated texts with low intra-document
co-reference (10 mentions on average) and low
cross-document co-reference (Vossen et al., 2018).
Moreover, concrete links between mentions and
structured data are absent.

In order to efficiently aggregate multiple co-
referential texts per event, Vossen et al. (2020)
reversed the process by developing data-to-text
based software called MWEP, which takes a Wiki-
data identifier denoting an event type as input, and
returns structured Wikidata concerning all events
that are grouped under this event type in the Wiki-
data knowledge base (Vrandečić and Krötzsch,
2014). Per event, the structured output is accompa-
nied with referential news texts crawled from corre-
sponding Wikipedia pages (Simpson et al., 2010).
By starting from structured data in aggregating doc-
uments, those documents are by default grouped
under their event and annotation merely serves as
validation.

For the purpose of our research, since we need
both structured data and unstructured data grouped
under events that have entries in Wikidata, we con-
sider MWEP to be the most useful corpus compila-
tion software.

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q62090804
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q62090804
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q17374096
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q17374096
http://dutchframenet.nl/data-releases/
http://dutchframenet.nl/data-releases/
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2.2. Perspectivization
The phenomenon of perspectivization (or “fram-
ing") has been analyzed in many different fields,
e.g, cognitive linguistics (Horst, 2020; Ziem et al.,
2018), political studies (Druckman, 2001; Iyengar,
1994; Entman, 1993), and media studies (Bryant
and Finklea, 2022; Cacciatore et al., 2016; Van der
Pas, 2014). Framing analysis applied to written
text has been the focus of frameworks, such as
Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) (Van Dijk, 2015;
Fairclough, 2013), a paradigm that views language
as social practises and critically reads discourse
as expressions of social power. Also, the above ap-
proaches to framing all have to some extent been
gaining attention in computational research. For
example, Mendelsohn et al. (2021) model political
framing in immigration discourse on social media
using multiple framing typologies from political com-
munication theory. Walter and Ophir (2021) predict
media framing of election candidate campaigns us-
ing variables at the level of candidate, state, and
electoral race.

FrameNet has a more lexicographic focus, inter-
preting words in terms of semantic frames, i.e.,
schematized events with participants modeled as
highly specified semantic roles, i.e., frame ele-
ments (Ruppenhofer et al., 2010).

The abovementioned fields of research use differ-
ent definitions of framing, ranging from fine-grained
semantic framing to coarse-grained political fram-
ing. Although these are distinct definitions, the
types of framing are interrelated (Sullivan, 2023).
For example, the fine-grained semantic framing
of events and their participants as evoked by con-
structions is foundational to language, but can be
used in combination with communicative means to
shape political frames. In this paper, we focus on
the more fine-grained semantic framing, and imple-
ment certain notions of narratology to see how this
framing reflects some of the higher order develop-
ments in the narrative surrounding an event over
time.

In recent decades, besides the creation of cross-
linguistic FrameNets (Torrent et al., 2018; Djemaa
et al., 2016; Burchardt et al., 2009; Ohara et al.,
2004), the database has been used in many dif-
ferent NLP annotation platforms, like Webanno
(Eckart de Castilho et al., 2016) and Salto (Bur-
chardt et al., 2006). More recently, Xia et al. (2021)
created LOME, a multilingual end-to-end frame
parsing system. With this Large Language Model,
texts from any target language can be parsed with
both frames and frame elements. Minnema et al.
(2022b) implemented LOME in a multilingual tool
called SocioFillmore, which performs a large-scale
analysis of perspectivization strategies across texts.
All those different FrameNet databases and parsing
implementations have contributed substantial in-

sight in perspectivization of events. Minnema et al.
(2022a) investigate how responsibility is framed by
linguistic expressions in news texts reporting on
events of gender-based violence. As far as we
know, they are the first to use FrameNet to analyze
perspectives on referents in corpora. Yet, they did
not involve the aspect of narratology and how this
affects the framing of a participant over time.

In order to track an event’s participant with re-
spect to its conceptual role in the narrative of a
corpus, FrameNet can serve as a suitable proxy for
modeling semantic framing evoked by the mentions
in that corpus. Its definition of linguistic framing de-
picts frames as events, its database is extensive
and cross-domain, and the labels and definitions
of each frame’s frame elements are highly specific.
Given a frame, its frame elements are proxys for
the perspectives taken on the event’s participants
within that frame. For example, in a news text re-
porting on a shooting, when a predicate evokes
the Killing frame, the frame elements realize the
perspectives: the Killing@Killer perspective or
the Killing@Victim perspective. Yet, on top of
information about perspectives, we need referen-
tial grounding: information about the referential
links between mentions and structured participants
given a real-world event. This way, we can get in-
sights about which perspectives are projected on
which participants.

In evaluating the aforementioned FrameNet con-
tributions, Remijnse et al. (2022) concluded that ref-
erential grounding is still absent from the annotated
data. With only the frames, we lack information
about who is mentioned and who is framed. The
authors built the DFN annotation tool, a resource
that combines frame annotations and co-referential
annotations in a dual annotation layer. After loading
documents grouped under their real-world event
and paired with structured data in the interface, co-
referential annotation is achieved by linking in-text
mentions to that structured data. On top, the same
mentions are annotated with semantic frames. In
the resulting annotation scheme, per participant of
an event, all mentions linked to that participant are
schematized with their frame-annotations.

For the purpose of this paper, since we need our
corpus to be annotated with information regarding
both framing and referential grounding, we make
use of the DFN annotation tool to annotate our
corpus data.

2.3. Narratology
When analyzing the linguistic framing of partic-
ipants of a real-world event in a referentially
grounded corpus, we need to take into account
that on a higher order, their fine-grained concep-
tual representations (i.e., the frames and frame ele-
ments) reflects their role in a continuously changing
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narrative. Describing events by means of creating
narratives is an ability inherent to human nature
(Boyd, 2009; Gottschall, 2012). In analyzing narra-
tology as a discourse phenomenon, a text displays
a sequence of causally related events involving
participants, which constitutes a storyline (Mani,
2014; Bal and Van Boheemen, 2009; Forster, 1956).
Vossen et al. (2021); Bal and Van Boheemen (2009)
point out the following requirements that a storyline
needs to meet in order to qualify as a narrative:

• The ordered events lead to a climax, which
serves the document’s topic.

• It follows a focalizer, i.e., one of the storyline’s
participants.

• The focalizer takes on a certain perspective,
a certain role in the story.

Vossen et al. (2021) further break down the story-
line’s event sequence in a formal model that classi-
fies pre-climax events and post-climax events, and
derive a novel annotation scheme applied to news
texts.

NLP tasks that model and extract narratological
information from corpus data have been scarce.
First attempts resulted in entailment recognition
tasks (Dzikovska et al., 2013; Bowman et al., 2015),
end-of-story prediction tasks (Mostafazadeh et al.,
2016, 2017) and narrative chains (Chambers and
Jurafsky, 2008, 2009). Although these NLP sys-
tems pose a relevant first step in getting structural
insight into storytelling, they still have been evalu-
ated as “limited and in their infancy” (Caselli et al.,
2021, 2). Moreover, they still do not combine con-
ceptual representation and referential grounding.

In the next section, we introduce a theoreti-
cal model of storytelling that involves referential
grounding and framing.

3. A Model for Variation in Framing
and Storytelling

In this section, we describe our theoretical model
for variation in framing of real-world events with
the incorporation of narratology. We start with a
description of real-world events, referential ground-
ing, and framing. Given an event instance in the
world, this event instance involves structured data
involving participants, location and time. Generally,
we assume that people describe and report on an
event instance at a granularity that fits their daily
interest, and consisting of sequences of more fine-
grained events. Besides structured data, this event
instance generates a stream of co-referential texts
with varying temporal reporting distances. The
mentions in those texts can be linked to the struc-
tured data. On top of this referential relation, the

mention also evokes a semantic frame or expresses
a frame element. The set of mentions across doc-
uments that co-refer the same entity, can exhibit
various frame elements. This way, we can model
variation in framing.

We can apply the notions of narratology intro-
duced in Section 2.3 as follows. The storyline is
conveyed by the set of causally ordered mentions in
a reference text. One of the entities in the structured
data is selected by the writer as the document’s
focalizer. When mentioning this focalizer, it is per-
spectivized by the frame element expressed by the
mention.

Instead of topicalizing the event instance, we
expect documents to sometimes topicalize distinct
yet related events. The motivation for reporting
on those distinct events is their relevance to the
more salient event instance. In other words, the
salient event instance is always referenced, but not
always as the document’s climax. The climax can
also be one of the events that affect the salient
event instance or is caused by it in the aftermath.
We label the salient event instance as the anchor
incident. See an example of an anchor incident
and both its reference texts and related events on
a timeline in Figure 1.

Mass Shooting

Purchase firearm Sentencing

Highjacking car

Arrest Trial

0-1-10 176453

Figure 1: A timeline with a mass shooting as the an-
chor incident (indicated by an anchor) and different
related events occurring before and after (indicated
by black dots), together with reference texts (indi-
cated by the newspapers). X-axis = number of days
from the onset of the Anchor incident. The arrows
from the reference texts to the events indicate the
topic of writing, and thus a shift in narrative in the
overall news stream over time.

Figure 1 displays a mass shooting as the anchor
incident. On the timeline (x-axis), different yet re-
lated events occur before and after the shooting.
Any of those events can form the climax of a ref-
erence text. Yet, in order for all those reference
texts to show relevance of reporting their climax,
the writers have to ground it in the related Anchor
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incident. We call this process anchoring: using at
least minimal reference in your document to ground
your climax incident in the anchor incident.5

With respect to the anchor incident’s participants,
we can make the following distinction:

• DpA: Directly related participant of the An-
chor incident. This participant is present at
the scene of the incident itself (e.g., shooters
and victims of a mass shooting).

• IpA: Indirectly related participant of the Anchor
incident. This participant is only indirectly in-
volved in the Anchor incident (e.g., relatives
and criminal investigators of a mass shooting).

The structured data exhibits both DpAs and IpAs.
We expect IpA’s to be referenced occasionally. As-
suming that every reference text needs anchor-
ing, we expect that the DpAs will always be ref-
erenced, if only briefly. Yet, when the narrative
evolves around them, they might also undergo a
change in their perspectivization, i.e., how they are
framed.

To conclude, based on our theoretical model, we
formulate the following hypotheses about the focal-
ization and perspectivization of the participants of
the anchor incidents in our data:

• On a referential level, we expect shifts in focal-
ization between participants as a result of differ-
ent topics that push the narrative surrounding
the Anchor incident forward. We expect that
the documents keep referencing DpAs over
time, while IpAs are introduced occasionally.

• On a conceptual level, we expect that the focal-
ized participants also show variation in framing:
they show different perspectives as a result
of their role in a new related topic. However,
DpAs can be frequently referenced while not
showing variation in framing. This is then a
result of anchoring: they have to be mentioned
to anchor the document’s climax, but if they do
not play an active role in the storyline, there is
no need to change their framing.

In the next section, we describe our methodology
with respect to the analysis of two anchor incidents.

4. Methodology

In this section, we describe our method. This in-
cludes corpus compilation (4.1), the annotation pro-
cess (4.2), document clustering (4.3), participant
selection (4.4) and data analysis (4.5).

5One could argue that anchoring is a product of fol-
lowing the Gricean maxim of Relevance, i.e., make your
contribution, this news report, relevant to the reader. (see
Grice (1991) and Grice (1975)).

4.1. Corpus Data

We make use of the corpus data collected by Remi-
jnse et al. (2022). They used MWEP to query Wiki-
data with preset event type identifiers. For each
event type, MWEP returned both structured and
unstructured data for two anchor incidents. We se-
lected two anchor incidents. The first incident is the
2019 Utrecht shooting (Q62090804), which is an
instance of mass shooting (Q21480300). For this
incident, MWEP returned 42 Dutch reference texts.
The second incident is Malaysia Airlines Flight 17
(a.k.a MH17, Q17374096), which is an instance of
aircraft shootdown (Q6539177). For this incident,
MWEP returned 117 Dutch reference texts.

4.2. Annotation Process

Provided with both a reference text and the anchor
incident’s structured data in the annotation tool’s
interface, four annotators were trained to annotate
different texts. Per text, they first linked in-text men-
tions to the structured data (entity-links). Then,
they performed frame-annotations on the same
text. Whenever the annotators could not find an an-
tecedent for a frame element within its predicate’s
sentence boundaries, they were instructed to look
for an antecedent across sentences. The main mo-
tivation for this instruction is that we assume that
participants are sometimes implicitly involved in de-
scriptions elsewhere in discourse, contributing to
the storyline. As a result, mentions of participants
get n annotations of frame elements belonging to
frames evoked in different sentences.

For the Utrecht Shooting subcorpus, this process
resulted in 1,459 links to 13 different entities, 1,830
frame-annotations and 5,807 assignments of frame
elements. For the MH17 subcorpus, the annotation
process resulted in 3,390 links to 37 different en-
tities, 3.436 frame-annotations and 10,978 frame
element assignments.

4.3. Temporal Distance Clustering

As discussed in Section 3, we expect that given
an anchor incident, whenever a distinct yet related
event occurs, this triggers a stream of reference
texts reporting on this event as their climax. Those
reports push the narrative of the anchor incident
forward, possibly changing the framing of its par-
ticipants. In order to model and vizualize this shift
in narrative and analyze participant’s framing, we
first visualized the distribution of the reference texts
per anchor incident, see Figure 2. We observed
that in certain time periods, the documents appear
to cluster. We take these clusters as a proxy for
finding news streams reporting on a novel event
that is topicalized as a new climax.
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Figure 2: The distribution of reference texts report-
ing on MH17 over time, from the onset of the anchor
incident.

For both anchor incidents, we selected the four
periods on the timeline in which most reference
texts were published.6 Right after the incidents,
those periods are days with few days of silence
(i.e., no publications). Here, we started to widen
the scope of a high frequent publication period, but
already set borders when encountering a day of
silence. The peaks of reference texts later on in
the timeline show a larger spread of documents.
Thus, we started to widen the scope of the cluster,
but still included documents that were published
after few days of silence. Here, the silence period
had to be longer. We attempted to put the borders
of the temporal classes where the reference texts
would be equally balanced, as a means of normal-
ization. Documents that fell between the borders
of the classes, were removed from the final dataset.
This results in the temporal distance classes (TDC)
shown in Table 1.

Utrecht shooting
Temporal Distance Class N docs
1. Day 0 13
2. Day 1 11
3. Day 4-12 9
4. Day 37-703 9

MH17
Temporal Distance Class N docs
1. Day 0-1 18
2. Day 6-22 20
3. Day 333-1212 18
4. Day 1407-2581 18

Table 1: Per Anchor incident, the temporal distance
classes with N of documents.

We checked the titles of the documents within
each class to see if they would be reporting on the

6Considerable related work contributes to the process
of clustering documents of various publication dates with
respect to their topic (Wang et al., 2014; Wang and Mc-
Callum, 2006; Blei and Lafferty, 2006). Yet, the proposed
models involve linguistic information from those docu-
ments in their techniques. Since the linguistic information
is the object of our analysis, we had to find a different way
of setting cluster boundaries, in order to avoid circularity.

same events. Overall, this turned out to be the
case, e.g., most reference texts on Day 0 of the
Utrecht shooting cover a manhunt, while reference
texts in Day 37-703 largely cover a trial.

4.4. Participant Selection
Both anchor incidents contain a large set of struc-
tured entities. For clear vizualization purposes, we
selected all DpAs and the top three IpAs showing
the highest number of entity-links. Table 2 shows
the statistics in terms of number of entity-links and
frame elements per participant (after temporal dis-
tance clustering). We will analyse these across
TDCs in Section 4.5.

Utrecht shooting
Participant status N entity-

links
N FEs

Gökmen Tanis DpA 329 983
victims DpA 197 525
police officers IpA 74 137
other suspects IpA 60 89
Utrecht citizens IpA 46 62

MH17
Participant status N entity-

links
N FEs

victims DpA 239 462
suspects DpA 126 356
relatives IpA 123 169
Russia IpA 166 283
Dutch Safety Board IpA 69 96

Table 2: Selected participants per anchor incident
with involvement status, number of entity-links and
number of frame element annotations.

4.5. Data Analysis
We analyze the participants’ referential grounding
as well as their perspectivization separetely per an-
chor incident. With respect to referential grounding,
we take frequency distribution of the entity-links as
a proxy for focalization: we expect participants that
are referenced most are focalized in storytelling.
We distributed the number of entity-links of the par-
ticipants per TDC to observe any shift in this focal-
ization.

Regarding the perspectivization of the partici-
pants, we take frequency distribution of frame el-
ements as a proxy for variation in framing: within
a participant, a strong shift in frame element fre-
quency shows a change in perspectivization. This
new perspective that the participant is assigned
with, is part of a change in narrative. Given that the
frequency distribution of frame elements given a
participant shows a long tail, we limited the vizual-
ization of the data to the proportionally most salient
frame elements. Per participant and per TDC, we
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sliced the top frequent 35% of frame elements. Af-
ter experimenting with different percentages, this
proportional number gave for every participant a
sufficient number of different frame element types
to interpret. Then, per participant, we took the union
of those slices across TDCs. The resulting set con-
tains the frame elements we assume convey most
information about how the participant in general
has been framed over time. Next, per participant,
we plotted per frame element type its proportional
frequency distribution across time buckets.

In the next section, we present and discuss the
results of our data analysis.

5. Results and Discussion

In this section, we present and discuss the results
of both the referential part and the framing part
of our analysis. We first turn to the data of the
Utrecht shooting. See Figure 3a for the referential
grounding of the participants of the Utrecht shooting
across TDCs. Overall, we find that the narrative
evolves around the DpAs as they show the highest
number of references. The focus shifts over time,
from Gökmen Tanis (the perpetrator of the shooting)
on Day 1 to the victims on Day 4-12, then back to
Tanis on Day 37-703.

See Figure 3b-d for the proportional distribution
of frame elements that were used to frame the par-
ticipants across TDCs. We plotted this distribution
for a selection of participants. A first observation is
that all three participants show variation in framing
over time. Their perspectives are not fixed, but sub-
ject to change. This is only possible if the narrative
changes and writers choose to give the participants
new perspectives.

Second, we notice a correlation between each
participant’s framing and its referential grounding.
When a participant shows a significant change in
number of references, its framing changes accord-
ingly. For example, whereas Gökmen Tanis is focal-
ized in Day 37-703 in 3a, in that same TDC in Figure
3b, frame elements such as Hit_target@Agent
decrease, while many frame elements, such as
Trial@Defendant, start to increase. Similarly, the
victims are focalized in Day 4-12 in 3a, whereas
their framing changes significantly in that same
TDC in 3c. Finally, we see that the police officers
show a decrease of references on Day 1 in Figure
3a, and similarly in Figure 3d, most frame elements
drop to zero in that same TDC, while Intention-
ally_act@Agent is introduced to henceforth frame
this group.

Turning to the data of MH17, see Figure 4a for the
referential grounding of the participants of MH17
across TDCs. This figure shows a shift in top fre-
quent references between a variety of participants.
Here, the IpAs play a larger role in the narrative as

compared to the Utrecht shooting. Whereas the
Dutch Safety Board (an investigation board) peaks
in number of references at Day 333-1212, that num-
ber drops to zero in subsequent TDC, when the
suspects are introduced. Together with the Rus-
sian government, they take over the narrative, com-
pletely backgrounding the Dutch Safety Board.

See Figure 4b-d for the proportional distribution
of frame elements that were used to frame the par-
ticipants across TDCs. We plotted this distribution
for a selection of the participants. In Figure 4c-d,
again we observe strong variation in framing over
time. In fact, each TDC in Figure 4d shows differ-
ent top frequent frame elements. Figure 4c and 4a
show both a clear change in mention frequency and
a change in frame element types in Day 333-1212.

Figure 4b shows no variation in framing over time.
In fact, Catastrophe@Patient increases in the fi-
nal TDC, whereas the participant simultaneously
decreases in number of references in Figure 4a.
This means that the victims do not play an active
part in the narrative anymore and their perspec-
tive freezes. As a DpA, this group is still men-
tioned across documents in order to anchor the
document’s climax to MH17, but with a fixed set of
frames.7

To conclude, we interpret the shift in frequency
distribution of references in both Figures 3a and
4a as a shift in focalization between participants
that play an active role in the development of the
narrative. Furthermore, we notice that DpAs and
IpAs behave differently between anchor incidents in
their mention frequencies. In the Utrecht shooting,
overall focus is on the DpAs, whereas in MH17, the
IpAs are focalized to a stronger degree over time,
and the DpA suspects is only introduced in the final
TDC. It seems that the narrative surrounding each
anchor incident is unique and affects different pat-
terns of referential grounding of participants over
time. The current analysis captures this develop-
ment.

With respect to framing, we observe an over-
all correlation between a participant’s focalization
(sudden steep change in number of references)
and variation in framing (shift in dominant frame
type). The victims of MH17 are consistently framed
with the same frame elements. Even when their
number of references decreases over time, they
are still necessarily mentioned to anchor the climax,
but their part in the narrative has not changed, i.e.,
they do not require new perspectives.

7Remijnse et al. (2021) describe a similar process.
They derive a fixed set of what they call Anchor frames
that writers consistently evoke over time when anchor-
ing a documents climax. This set of anchor frames is
dependent of the anchor incident’s event type.
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Figure 3: a. The frequency distribution of mentions of participants of the Utrecht shooting across TDCs; b-d.
The proportional distribution of the top frequent frame elements across TDCs in reference to participants
of the Utrecht shooting. b. Gökmen Tanis; c. victims; d. police officers. The frame element notations in
the index can be read as frame@frame_element.

Figure 4: a. The frequency distribution of mentions of participants of MH17 across TDCs; b-d. The
proportional distribution of the top frequent frame elements across TDCs in reference to participants of
the Utrecht shooting. b. victims; c. Dutch Safety Board; d. Russian government. The frame element
notations in the index can be read as frame@frame_element.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we performed a structural linguistic
analysis of variation in framing of participants of
real-world events over time. In order to perform
such an analysis, we met multiple requirements:
collect a referentially grounded corpus accompa-
nied with structured data; annotate the data with

both entity-links and frames; and describe a theoret-
ical model of variation in framing and narratology.

For two anchor incidents, we first analyzed the
frequency distribution of the entity-links for the par-
ticipants on a timeline, to observe a strong shift in
focalization between participants, an indication of
a change in narrative.

We then analyzed the frequency distribution of
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the participants’ frame elements over time in or-
der to measure the extent of variation in framing.
Overall, we observe a correlation between shift in
focalization between participants, and variation in
framing within a participant: when a different par-
ticipant is getting the focus of the narrative, this
participant also gets a new perspective.

7. Limitations

The first limitation of our research is that it is limited
to two incidents and one incident type. In order to
find stronger patterns of focalization and perspec-
tivization, we need to scale this to many more event
types, incidents per event type and sources of ref-
erence text. We hope to do this in future work using
automated techniques for frame annotation, coref-
erence resolution and entity-linking. The MWEP
tool can be used to collect large corpora of referen-
tially grounded texts for this.

Another limitation is that we have now manually
annotated the texts but need to rely on automatic
techniques to scale our research. Automatic tech-
niques will be less accurate and biased to assign
more dominant frames and frame elements which
may cause a bias in the analysis. Furthermore,
current tools are not trained to annotate frame and
frame element relation at the discourse level.

Finally, we hand-picked the TDCs for our analy-
sis on the collected reference texts. This should be
automated as well to apply this on a larger scale.
However, what is a pause or not in the publication
also depends on the ability to find all sources at
any point of time that report on each incident. Fur-
thermore, there could be multiple new events in the
same TDC and related to the same anchor incident
that are being reported.
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